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Social prescription:

Typeface / font suggestions
The main Castleman Healthcare wording uses a typeface called ‘Gill Sans’. This sentence uses it. It can be used as
a body font for your letters etc, but it is not commonly installed on most computers.
A common body font is ‘Times New Roman’ – very widely available and installed on most computers that use Word etc.
‘Arial Regular’ is very widely installed, used throughout the web. It feels and looks familiar and timeless.

Take control of your health and wellbeing
Many things effect how well we feel and not all can
easily be fixed by seeing a doctor or with medicines.
Our GPs say that frequently people say they feel isolated and lonely, or stressed
by work, housing or money. These and many other non-medical factors all have an
impact on how well we manage our health and wellbeing needs.
When this is the case, medicines alone are rarely the answer. People benefit from a
different sort of prescription - one which helps them access support from different
organisations, support groups and by getting involved in local activities in their
community. This is what we call a social prescription.

How does social prescribing work?
Social prescribing starts with a conversation between you and a social prescriber,
someone who is trained to listen and will get to know you and understand your
needs. Everybody is different, so your social prescriber will find and signpost you to
the people and organisations which are right for you. This is what we call a social
prescription.
For example, they will signpost you to services to help with:
Social isolation and loneliness
Emotional wellbeing
Making healthy lifestyle choices
Managing long-term health conditions
Housing and financial problems impacting health
Access to volunteering, training or employment.
The service is free and open to anyone over 13 years.
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What are the benefits?

‘Arial Regular’ is very widely installed, used throughout the web. It feels and looks familiar and timeless.

Studies show that people with social prescriptions tend to feel better faster than
those who rely on medication alone.
Many people who use the social prescriber service:
See improvement in their mental and physical health
Discover opportunities to meet new people
Build new skills and develop new interests
Participate in enjoyable activities
Experience greater confidence and self esteem
Enjoy better quality of life by getting more involved in their local community.

How do I contact a social prescriber?
It is simple. Talk to your GP or other healthcare professionals at your practice or
speak to reception staff and ask for a referral. We will take care of the rest and
contact you with an appointment, so you can start to take better control of
your own health and wellbeing.

